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Nathalie: I'm hoping for good times
when we have bad
Sondre: And I hope for bad times
rather than being without no times at all
Both: Loving you baby has kept me so many nights
awake

S: and when we've got good times
when we've got some
N: something to work on
I beg for more to come
B: Loving you baby has kept me so many nights awake

N: I hear myself shouting
S: I hear myself screaming
B: The words I thought I not could say 
The words that make you walk away
N: And then I sit alone
S: Waiting for the phone to call
N: To hear you on the line again
Du-du-du-du...

Chorus:
Come over again
Let's try one more time
This time it will work
Alright and be fine

N: I'm hoping for mornings
I'll wake you up
Show you my love by ruffling your hair
and coffee in a cup
B: Loving you baby is worth all the nights awake

S: I'm hoping for evenings
we will drink wine
Talk all night long and you will 
sleep on my arm
B: Loving you baby is worth all the nights awake

I hear myself shouting
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I hear myself screaming
The words that are going to make you cry
The words with meaning of goodbye
And then I sit alone
Waiting for the phone to call
To hear you on the line again
Du- du- du- du....

Come over again
Let's try one more time
This time it will work 
All right and be fine

And I hear myself...

Come over again...

(Written by Nathalie Nordnes)
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